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Optical Fiber Telecommunications V B, Fifth Edition: Systems and Networks (Optics and Photonics Series)Academic Press, 2008
Optical Fiber Telecommunications V (A&B) is the fifth in a series that has chronicled the progress in the research and development of lightwave communications since the early 1970s. Written by active authorities from academia and industry, this edition not only brings a fresh look to many essential topics but also focuses on network...
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Instant Vegas 5CMP Books, 2004
Nonlinear, or digital, editing permits editors to move film bites around and place them anywhere in the sequence of the film with much greater ease than was ever possible with conventional film editing techniques. Instant Vegas 5 is a PC-platform, nonlinear application distributed by Sony. Carefully detailed screenshots and step-by-step directions...
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Lightwave Technology: Telecommunication SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The state of the art of modern lightwave system design
Recent advances in lightwave technology have led to an explosion of high-speed global information systems throughout the world. Responding to the growth of this exciting new technology, Lightwave Technology provides a comprehensive and up-to-date account of the underlying theory,...
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Power Systems Electromagnetic Transients Simulation (IEE Power & Energy Series, 39)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2002
Accurate knowledge of electromagnetic power system transients is crucial to the operation of an economic, efficient and environmentally friendly power systems network without compromising on the reliability and quality of Electrical Power Supply. Electromagnetic transients simulation (EMTS) has become a universal tool for the analysis of power...
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Crystal Growth of Multifunctional Borates and Related MaterialsMdpi AG, 2019

	
		Borate crystals are attractive for different technological applications because of their favorable physical and chemical properties like stability and high transparency, both high thermal and non-linear optical coefficients, making them ideal active media for highly efficient solid state lasers. In this Special Issue, different...
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Learning Automata and Stochastic Optimization (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 1997
In the last decades there has been a steadily growing need and interest in computational methods for solving optimization problems with or without constraints. They play an important role in many fields (chemistry, mechanic, electrical, economic, etc.). Optimization techniques have been gaining greater acceptance in many industrial applications....
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Nonlinear Digital Filters: Analysis and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2007
This book provides an easy to understand overview of nonlinear behavior in digital filters, showing how it can be utilized or avoided when operating nonlinear digital filters. It gives techniques for analyzing discrete-time systems with discontinuous linearity, enabling the analysis of other nonlinear discrete-time systems, such as sigma delta...
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Linear Programming with MATLAB (MPS-SIAM Series on Optimization)SIAM, 2008
This textbook provides a self-contained introduction to linear programming using MATLAB® software to elucidate the development of algorithms and theory. Early chapters cover linear algebra basics, the simplex method, duality, the solving of large linear problems, sensitivity analysis, and parametric linear programming. In later chapters, the...
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Cooperative Control of Nonlinear Networked Systems: Infinite-time and Finite-time Design Methods (Communications and Control Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		Cooperative Control of Nonlinear Networked Systems is concerned with the distributed cooperative control of multiple networked nonlinear systems in the presence of unknown non-parametric uncertainties and non-vanishing disturbances under certain communication conditions. It covers stability analysis tools and...
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Plasma Waves, 2nd Edition (Series in Plasma Physics)Taylor & Francis, 2003

	Extended and revised, Plasma Waves, 2nd Edition provides essential information on basic formulas and categorizes the various  possible types of waves and their interactions. The book includes modern and complete treatments of electron cyclotron emission, collisions, relativistic effects, Landau damping, quasilinear and nonlinear...
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The Structure and Properties of Color Spaces and the Representation of Color ImagesMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2009
This lecture describes the author's approach to the representation of color spaces and their use for color image processing. The lecture starts with a precise formulation of the space of physical stimuli (light). The model includes both continuous spectra and monochromatic spectra in the form of Dirac deltas. The spectral densities are considered...
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Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Modelling, Identification and Control (ICMIC2019) (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2019

	
		This book includes original, peer-reviewed research papers from the 11th International Conference on Modelling, Identification and Control (ICMIC2019), held in Tianjin, China on July 13-15, 2019. The topics covered include but are not limited to: System Identification, Linear/Nonlinear Control Systems, Data-driven Modelling and Control,...
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